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O'Cosi-nor ,sports complex 
opens; Corbetts present 
By GREG GOOLSBY 
• NewelllffWrller 
On May 16, 1928, the Saint Xavier 
College student newspaper quoted a 
top faculty representative as saying, 
. "the first priority for Saint Xavier is 
a swimming pool." Forty-s~ears 
later, with the aid of Ralph and 
·Patricia Corbett, the dream was 
realized. 
Approximately. 200 students, . 
Steff. Pholo 11r RICK BIAGU faculty, and dignitaries turned out 
Phi/an thropist. J. Ralph Corbett speaks at the dedication ceremonies· ·for the dedication and blessing of the 
of.the Ralph and Patricia Cofbett Physical Education Building. The new Father Paul O'Connor Sports· 
Corbetts donated $750,000 to the University for the facilities. For Center, held last Wednesday on Cor-
details, see adjacent article. · coran field. · 
The new Corbett building was 
seen as a blending of the "new with 
the old ... to prepare forthe future" by 
Rev. Lee J. Bennish, S.J., associate 
professor of history, who delivered 
the invocation. 
Julie O'Donoghue, president of 
the Student Senate, thanked the 
Corbetts for their generosity and 
noted that the campus life in _the 
future will be one of totality for X.U. 
students. 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, SJ., 
president of the university, delivered 
a short speech in which he p_raised 
past president Fr. Paul O'Connor 
for his conviction that "The good life 
should be funny." It was Fr. O'Con-
nor's inspiration which _in a large 
part caused the new complex to be 
erected. 
The Corbetts followed Fr. Mul-
ligan to the mike to thank the Jesuit 
community of X. U. and especially 
Frs. O'Connor and Mulligan. Mrs. 
Corbett describe!! her association 
with X.U. as "one of pure joy." She 
went on to say that "Xavier is really 
blessed ... by Paul ·O'Connor, and 
now doubly blessed by Bob Mul-
ligan. He is leading X.U. in a con-
structive manner." . 
The Corbetts explained the 
reasoning b~hind their $750,000 
donation by noting ttiat too many in-
stitutions just don't have the proper 
equipment or facilities they need; 
The dedication was followed by a. 
diving exhibition performed by a 
loC!ll Jewish Community Center 
swim team, reception in the second 
flo'or all-purpose room for the 
guests. · 
En.rollment up this year; .. -
.;:·iSA:J:'·:;~--s.co.re.s .... ~sh.o~t .incre.ase 
By MARGO NOBIS 
New1SllffWrll1r 
. This· year's freshman class at 
Xavier, consisting of 300 men and 
190 women, has higher SAT scores 
than the previous class even though 
·the national average is down. As 
stated in the academic profile dated 
September I, 1976, the Class of 1979 
entered Xavier with an average ver-
Mai'tlal "Aris Exhibition~.. . . . . . . bal score of 476 while the average of . 
Members of Xavier:~ Kara~~-Club demoristraudhe f'(JUndh.ou.,se kick . the present freshmen. is 480. The 
and appropriate defensive stance in a Martial Arts demonstration held math score this yearis up from 517 to 
Wednesday,. September 29. ;.fhose interested in jo'ining the club 52~igh school percentile class ranks 
should stop up it the workou.ts held every -Tuesday ·and Thursday- went up significantly from ·the me-
from 4~ p.m.· in the Kuhlman Hill sixth floor loun· · · dian of top 34% last year to·top 25% 
for Xavier's current freshmen. The 
high school grade point average for 
this year is 2.85 which is slightly 
above last year's G.P.A. (the exact 
figure is not avaiiable). · 
. · One drop, however, is the ACT 
composite score; in. 1975 the 
freshman norm was 22 compared to have been willing to talk to .. high· 
21 in 1976. However. this seeming in- schooJ·stddents and the administra-
consistency is of minor import tion, too, has been vei:y co-operative .. 
because 30% more incoming Xavier He ·added that Xavier has a good 
students chose· to take the SAT this recruiting atmosphere because there 
year. is more personal attention given to 
Numbering 490 (as of September the prospective student: people at 
I), this year's freshmen are the X.U. will go out of their way to be 
largest ·class at X. U: the present helpful and informative. · 
sophomores enrolled as freshmen at Admissions standards are about 
420, the juniors at 389, and the the same as in the past. Ent.ranee to 
seniors at 454. Xavier University is based on a com-
According to1Rene Durand, direc- bination of factors such as class ' 
tor of admissio
1
ns, the rise in enroll- rank, SAT scores, and G.P.A., but 
ment is due to more concentrated no one factor will deny admission. 
recruiting in tt.fe form of more ex- Xavier has general guidelines. but 
posure. For1 example, more .. doesn't have specific cut off points 
emphasis was 1 placed on mailings, - like same larger universities .. 
new literature, and extra visits to Consequently, ifthe sameconcen-
high schools, along with a stronger trated effort ·to accommodate the 
effort by the entfre Xavier comm uni- would-be Xavier student continues, 
ty. even greater increases in enrollment . 
Durand also. said that students and academic standards can be ex-
ha.ve given tours, faculty members pected in the future. 
N.ew faces seen· in fa~a~lty; 
Fo~tana chairs English dept. 
\. 
;l· 
l. 
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) .J 
English i>epartme.nt ·chalnna~~.. s••" Pho•o br R1cK •EAGLE 
Ernest Fontana~Ph; D. appointed chairinanoftheEnglish departn:ient 
last spring hopes to bring about many changes in the department. He 
stated . that the undergraduate comprehensive exam. "has been 
_simplified and made more of a learning experience for the student." 
~:· ~;>:)~;\~'.~:~>~ - . . . . . . 
.;~; . .::,·: "·;· 
By PEG CONNELLY 
New• Sllff Writer 
There are more new faces around 
Xavier this year than those of the 500 
freshmen and new students. Ten new 
faculty members have joined the 
crew, as of September l, 1976, 
These new faculty members are: 
Alan N. Attaway, M.B.A., assistant 
professor of accountfng, Vincent C. 
Caruso, 1\1.B.A.; assistant professor 
of marketing, Rev. Terrence P. 
Charlton, S.J., M.A., instructor in 
-theology, Thomas R. Coates, Ph.D., 
assistant. professor· of modern 
languages, Linda R. Finke, Ph.D., 
assistant ·professor of· biology, 
Thomas J. Hayes,.M.B.A., instruc-
tor in marketing, James C. King, 
· P.h.D~. associate professor of com-
m un ica tion arts,. Edward J. 
Vanderbeck·; M.S., · assistant 
·· professor of accounting, and Louis 
K. Wagner,, Ph.D., assistant 
professor of physics. · 
That's only nine: the tenth is Rev. 
Joseph T. Angililla, S.J., who was 
featured in the September 30 issue of 
the Xavier News. ln·addition to his 
new role as Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, Angilella is 
asrnciate pr.:..fessor of sociology. 
complished. The undergraduate 
comprehensive exam "has been 
· simplified a_nd made more of a lear-
ning experience for the student," 
Fontana says. 
Soon Fontana hopes to incor-
porate the theater program into the 
English department and establish an· · 
EnglishjTheater major, as an option 
within the department. He's also 
Ernest Fontana, Ph~D., is not new working to initiate an intern 
to Xavier; he's in his 11th year here, · program for English majors with the 
but his appointment as chairman of i:areer placement office, to enable : 
the English department, belongs in students with 15 hours or more of" 
an article about new faculty English creditto use the skills they've . 
members. Fontana replaces .Rev .. learned, primarily in writing pro-· 
Thomas Savage, S.J ., who died. last jects. He hopes. this program .will . 
year, and Joseph Wessling, acting . become a reality. next year. 
chairman for the interim. In the future, Fontana will try to: 
Fontana h:0pes to bring about encourage courses in the literature of•·. 
many ctianges in his department at the third world.nations and more ad- , 
Xavier. One has already been, ac- vanced writing courses. · · · · 
' 
,, 
By JOYCE SCHREIBER 
N•• 111n Wrtter 
The Xavier University Band would like to thank all of the people 
who attended theii concerts last year, and made it a 8Uccess. They hope 
this year will be an even greater success. Again this year, the band will 
· be performing several mini-concerts throughout the liemester.The.first 
··of these will be on Wednesday, October 13, from J:4S to 2:15 p.m. in 
. the University Center theatre. See you there! 
••• 
· The Washington Post is sponsoring a program of _sum!'1er news 
positions for.college juniors, seniors and graduate students interested· . 
in newspaper journalism careers. Students would. ~rfo~ regular 
reporting assignments, replacing vacationing staffers, including work 
· for national, state, local, sports, style and business desks covering 
general and feature assignments. If interested, send a po~t card for an 
application by November IS, 1976 to: Employee Relat~ons Depart-
ment, The Washington Post, llSO JSth St., N.W., Washmgton, D.C. 
20071 
••• 
·The fourth annual party for freshmen and transfer students will be held 
in Schott Jesuit residence tomorrow, Friday October 8 from 8:~ to 
11 :00 p.m. Beer, peanuts in the shell, and the famous Schott d1nin~ 
room will provide tbe atmosphere for new stud~nts to ~eet the Jesuit 
·.: · .. community and fellow students. They can stop m any time or stay the f; 
i; whole time .. 
Ii 
:·1 
~ 
t , 
t 
f ;. 
•••• 
CPS - Bill Adkins had more than a little pain in his gulliver after he 
. was the victim of a brutally unique disciplinary'measure at his high 
; school in Hume Missouri. Adkins and a cohort, Terry Wea_therman, 
were nailed with the goods one day last week - cigarettes in their 
pockets. Princi~al Ken~eth . Hig~tower off~red the. teenage 
rapscallions a choice of pumshment. Either two swift swats with a pad-
dle or consumption of the evidence. The boys unwittingly chose the 
latter. Later in the day, Adkins was sjck and spitting up blood. 
Weatherman wasn't far behind. Superintendent Charles Robert Allen 
conceded the punishment was harsh, but maintained it was necessary 
to deter the almost 100 students who smoke or chew tobacco on school 
grounds. But Mrs. Adkins and Mrs. Weatherman aren't buying that 
line - both have threatened lawsuits against the administrators. 
••• 
ATTENTION ALL UNDERGRADUATES: Get your. picture 
' · taken for the yearbook in the lobby of the Univenity Center on Mon-
1 · dayOctober II from 12:30toS:OOpm,oronTuellday0cto~rl2from 
;. 12:00 to S:OO pm. Pictures will be taken once every IS mmutes. · 
i 
I 
"\ 
< • • • 
:. - The Afro-American Student Association is sponsoring ·"f a~hion 
~'"Extravaaanu" tomorrow night, Saturday October 9 at 8:00 pm m the 
t · -~University Center Theatre. A $2.00 donation w_ill be charged. i 
~ 
i· 
.! 
••• 
Here are some facts about the O'Connor Sports Complex: 
Pool hours: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday: 12:00 noon to 
· 11 :00 pm. Wednesday and Friday: 12:00 noon to 1:00 am. Saturday: 
8:00 am· to 8:00 pm. , 
People 'must be out of the pool 10 minutes before c.losing. Everyone 
must be out of the building by S minutes after closmg. . 
Guests of students with a Center card or guests of faculty and staff -
S 1.00 Guests of all other (including students with a current ID who pay 
2Sc) - $2.00 Limit of two guests per visi~. · 
Membership: Undergrads with current ID - SS.00 per semester, all 
faculty and staff - SS.00 per semester, Graduate students - $20.00 
per semester. . .•. _ 
Faculty and staff family memberships;"I&& LJ or their families 
are not eligible for inembenhip until after November I, 1976. 
Applications will be accepted beginning October IS, 1976. 
There is no. plan to admit graduate dependents, except as guests. 
No visitors to "just look around." 
No smoking in the buildiq. 
No cut-offs. · . · . 
. No one who aP.,ears to b&ve been drinkin1 will be allowed admiasion ~. · into the comple~. -~.... • • .• 
~ This Friday and ~t~rday, experience a Weird Weekend, sponsored ~ by the Student Social Committee and funded by the Student Financial 
1!1~-- , Board. The schedule looks like tbil: Friday 2:30.pm ::- WATER.BO'{,,. .· 
TLE SQUEEZE, Br0ckman \Cou1',. Couples only;· The big .. hugen ·· · 
~w.·: force water from waterbottles between' them. 3:00 pm MR. cl MRS. 
FREEZE - Brockman Court, Couptes only. Hand feed partner ice 
i~ ·cream while lying head to head. 3:30 pm EGGSANITY - Brockman 
· Court,' Coupl~s ·only. Break ·an. eg and drop it into the cup on your ~· partner's forehead from a height of S feet 11 :00 pm UNIVERSITY 
~ BUMP CONTEST - Tuckers. Mens cl Womens Divisions. Wear 
F. your own padding and bump opponent off 4 x 4 ft. stand. 12:00 MENS ~ LEG CONTEST - Nicest legs·inschool -~ ....... . 
! The Combined Armed Forces Bicentennial Band a~d Chorus will 
f · give a concert in the x&vier University Fieldho~se Suriday, October i 17 1976 at 3:00 P.M. Tickets are free but students, fwculty and staff ~ in~st register for them at the Information Desk in the University 
! Center by October 14, 1976. Those who have signed up for the tickets 
l will be able to pick them up at the Information Desk on Friday, Oc-~ tober 15, 1976. Constantine Soriano, Xavier's band director, will con-
''From : : ..... ··· . . . ,,. my Corn,er 
The myths .. of ;R.ape~ stockings are tom. Her skirt allows for easy access. One gesture, one mo-tion and she is humiliatingly ex-
posed. Her flimsy shoes have straps 
By KATHY NIEDER 
New111enwr111r 
This is the first in a st!_ries of three ar-
ticles on rape written in conjunction 
with Breen Lodge, the campus 
Women's Center. The next two ar-
ticles will discuss Self-Defense, and 
What 10 do if... · 
The word _rape ignites a blaze of 
mental images,· ranging from lin-
speakabte terror to "justifiable" 
assault: Despite a new openness to 
sexuality, there remains a great deal 
of myth surrounding the nature of 
sexual assault. This ignorance is the 
product of a major MISCONCEP-
TION THAT RAPE IS COM-
M ITT ED. FO·R SEXUAL 
GRATIFICATION. If you read no 
· farther than this sentence, let it be 
impressed upon your memory that 
THIS JS NOT TRUE!Theact is one 
of humiliation, power, and' control. 
It is a crime of violence in which sex 
is used as a weapon. 
In a world where men are expected 
to be superior, confident, and asser-
tive, rapists are people plagued with 
feelings of inferiority, insecurity, and. 
inadequacy. In the process of prov-
ing his masc:ulinity, the rapist picks a 
susceptible victim on whom to ex-
press his· aggression. 
By susceptible, I mean that bis vic-
tim is chosen for her vulnerability 
and availability. This fact destroys 
ANOTHER RAPE FICTION - IF 
YOU DRESS SEXY, YOU ARE 
that break and heels that come loose. 
"ASKING FOR IT." It makes no She cannot run. · · 
· difference what one wears. Rapjsts · In 70-90% ·of reported rapes, the 
have seized 90-year-old women. and assailant chooses a victim of the same 
six-month-old babies. · · race and class. Yet it is a c:Ommonly 
These facts bring us to another held MYTH THAT BLACK MEN. 
MYTH - RAPE IS SPON- · MEN 
TANEOUS AND UNCON-. RAPE WHITE WO . 
TROLLED. Menachem Amir, in his In the minds of many people rape 
1971 study of sexual assault, found . is still a myth. The responsibility of 
· endin~ that myth - that nightmare 
that 82.1 % of rapes are planned ..:_ . of reality - lies with women. When it 
women are NOT being raped by men becomes as dangerous to llttack a 
overcome by uncontrollable sexual . woman as it is to attack a man, only 
urges. then will sexual assault decrease. 
Have you ever heard the popular Today it.remains on the increase 
FICTION THAT NO WOMAN ·- the number of forcible rapes 
reported ba~e almost doubled sinee 
1970 and it·is estimated by the FBI 
that· only one in. seven rapes· ·are 
Flrat In a. Serles 
. CAN BE RAPED AGAINST HER reported. Perhaps more women will 
WILL? In response to this i quote be willing to report and prosecute 
Susan Brownmiller in AGAINST their asilailants when legislation is 
OUR WILLS: . . . . passed which outlaws. court 
According to the odds, a rape vie- procedures that bring ~~e victim to 
tiln is three inches shorter and 24 trial instead of her attacker. The 
pounds lighter than her· male General Assembly of Ohio enacted 
assailant. This works to her dis'ad- such a law in August 1975. It forbids 
vantage psychologically as . well; as the introduction of evidence concer-
·physically. But worse _than ~he ning the'victim'spastsexualhistory. 
difference in size . is the lifelhng This Act is a small step toward the 
differcmce in mental attitude toward reduction of ·sexual assault. Its · 
strength,. H~ ·has· been encouraged elimination ·will not occur ·until at- · 
from childhilod to build his muscles titudes of male dominance and · 
and toughen· his fists. She has been feminine passivity no longer prevaii.-
encouraged to value her soft skin, To quote Susan · Brownmiller 
her· slender wrist, her smooth, un- . "Rape is no myth and no joke. I re-
mwcled thigh and leg. His thick sent people wbojoke about it. I re- . 
httls give him power. Her clothing sent movie-makers . who exploit it, hampers/re~ movement by desip, and I particularly resent pe0ple who 
and fragile materials add to ·her excuse it~". 
vulnerability. · One yank and . her AMEN-' 
blouse is ripped.· A stumble and '!er 
Senate holds. first meeting 
By CHRIS MENKE 
N1W1 Stefl Wrller 
The first Student Senate meeting 
of this semester was held on Mon-
day, September 27. Several topics 
were discus.sed, among them the 
results of the Senate's Book Ex-
chanJe, which was found to be S~OO 
short of the estimated goal. Senate 
will reconsider whether or not: to 
continue this venture after the next 
sale of books in l•liUllllJll 
••• 
Junior Jack Diamond, head of the 
Senate's OIG (Ohio Instruction 
Grant) committee reported that all 
of his hard work has finally paid off. 
Partially due to the extensive letter-
writin1 and petition umpaips that 
be orpniUd previously, the pauage . 
· ·of.an emerpncy bill,·pantin1 more : 
! 
.American 
Cancer Society 
financial. aid . to · middle'."income 
families:· has l>eeii · s)i\isCcl in tlie Ohio· 
House·:of Representatives. Way to 
go,:J.ack! · 
•••• 
Vice-President Matt Habash an:-
nounced that ."all remaining com-
mittee positi~ns·have been.filled" as . 
of this date. A list ofthe members of 
each committee as well as ttie duties 
they perform will be published soon 
in theNews. · 
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Xavier 
Film series· 
Rick Hulefeld has announced the-
lchedule .for the semester Minor 
Film Series (not minor films, but a 
minor series), successor to last year's 
Brockman Series. Movies will be 
shown twice: at 9 pm Tueldays in the 
Brockman Rug Room, and 10 pm 
Wednesdays in the Kuhlman first 
floor lounge. Admission is free; 
come sprawl on the rug, and don't be 
shy about asking the projectionist 
to repeat the shorter films. 
10/12-13: "Let My People Go" 
and "The Flight of Apollo 11 "; 
10/ 19-20: "Kon-Tike", a documen-
tary of Thor. Heyerdahl's Pacific 
voyage-by~raft, and the animated 
"The Hat"· 
10/26-27: Orson Welles' awes0me 
. classic, "Citizen Kane"; 
ll /2-3: the CBS documentary on 
migrant workers, "Harvest of 
Shame", and the Rudolph Valentino· 
silent, "Son of the Sheik"; 
I I /9-10: a vintage Hitchcock spy 
thrillc:r, "The Thirty-nine ·steps"; 
11/16-17: Robert Enrico's Civil 
. ~ 
War film, "Occurrence at Owl Creek 
Bridp", and.the cinema-verite' "A 
Time for Burning"; 
11/23.-24: a Vietnam 
. documentery, "The Anderson Pla-
toon" and "Day of Freedom"; 
11 /30 - 12/ I: "Detached 
Americans"; the Chaplin silent 
classic, "The Immigrant";.a Norman 
McClaren dance film, "Pas de 
Deux"; and "The Stringbean"; 
12/7-8: "Leo Beuerman"; the 
animated "The Toymaker"i "The 
·Open Window", based on a· Saki 
short story; a biography, "Will 
Rogers"; "Automania 2000"; 
"Historic Horsemanship"; ""The 
Magic. Canvas"; and "Munro"; 
12/ 14-IS: a documentary of Black 
history, "Body and Soul"; "Autumn: 
Frost Country"; an extremely early 
example. of narrative film, Edwin S. 
Porter's 1903 "The Great Train 
Robbery"; .a cartoon, "The Daisy";. 
"Enter Hamlet"; the pas de deux 
from "Les Sylphides"; "Swamp"; 
and Buster Keaton in "Film". 
·p1ayho.use plans 
symposilJrll series 
The Playhouse in the Park will 
offer special reduced price · perfor-
mances and a series of symposiums 
to students oftheGreaterCincinnati 
Consortium of Universities· and 
Colleges this season. These perfor-
mances, open to Xavier students, will 
be held on Wednesday afternoons at 
2 p.m. at Playhouse. 
· Ralph Pearson, director of the 
Consortium, organized the Consor-
tium Theatre Arts Committee, which 
consists of college faculty and 
Playhouse personnel. Mr. Joseph 
Wessling, professor of English at 
Xavier, explained that the purpose 
of this co_mmittee is "to explore ways 
in which the colleges and Playhouse 
might work togeth~r for mutual 
benefit." 
on the play. Professional Actors anci 
directors will be available after the~ 
December I performance of Oliver. 
A presentation on Theatrical Design 
will take place after When You Com-
in! Back,· Red Ryder. 
The deadline for ticket reser-
vations is two weeks prior to the per-
formances. However those wishing 
to attend Oliver must make reser-
vations by October 8. Xavier 
students should contact Joyce 
Schreiber at the X. U. Players office 
or Mr. Wessling for tickets. 
Symposia performance schedule: 
Cat on · a Hot Tin Roof by 
Tennessee Williams, 2 p.m., Oct. 20., 
· price $2.SO. 
Oliver by Lionel Bart, 2 p.m. Dec. 
I, price $3.SO 
Two meetings were held last 
spring; the topics for the symposium 
w~re presented at another meeting 
Friday evening, October I. 
Following Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
particpants will be given a tour ofthe 
Playhouse facilities and a discussion 
When You Comin' Back; Red 
Ryder by Mark Medoff, 2 p.m. 
March 9, price $2.SO 
The Hostage by Brendan Behan, 2 
p.m., May 4, price S2.SO 
- Shannon Fly1;n -.· 
Free Universities - not on 
.endangered specie~ list 
although free universities are com- S. tu_ den t d ire c to ry· (CPS) With courses like "Rail!ing right," said Sandy Bremer of the 
Catfish in a Barrel" and "Be Good to Open University in Washington, 
Your8ack,"thenation's200freeun- D.C .. _ . 
iversities provide classes that most Staff workers at free universities 
~lieges wouldn't dream of offering. report· that the classes usually cost 
Every year hundreds of thousands between SS and.SIS, although some 
of people enroll at free universities, are priced at SlOO, and a few cost 
which offer classes without the nothing. 
burden of grades or- credit. These Most free university students are 
alternative schools specialize in un- young (between 2S and 40), single, 
orthodox :::ubjects that . traditional professional people with · college 
universities ignore. degrees, according to Bremer. The 
"What we're doing is setting back majority have· some background in 
to· the oldest, most basic type of academic classes, so they come to a 
education, in chich mstructors are free un iyers~ty looking for 
people who want to teach· and something different. Seminars on 
students are people who want to yoia ·and sexuality are particularly 
learn," explained a spokeswoman popular with this group, she noted. 
for the· Experimental Colleae in Other free university stilffers 
Seattle, Washinton. "We're trying to report' that classes on astrology, 
get away from the preoccupation meditation, personal problems, 
with tellching _ certificates and Draves,cooidinatorofthe Free Uni-. 
degrees and move·towaroa·aming versity Network. He added that.!_1-
for enjoyment.". though free universities are com-
Free universitycoursesareUlually ject· for classes - from traditional 
taught in the homes of teachers. who literature to witchcraft, flute making 
are paid little or nothing for their or gardening. 
work. The instructors senerally "Free universities have moved 
. aren't required to have a teaching from a campus phenomenon' to.a 
certificate or even a college dqree. . community-oriented adult educa.:. 
Students are attracted by "the in- tion program," explained Bill 
formality, the . shortness of the Draves, coordinator of the Free Uii-
classes and becaule the · price is iversity Network. He added tli~i · 
. L~~~ing . 
Candidate? 
It takes a lot to become a leader in the Marines. 
You need hard training. Rigid discipline. Empha-
sized responsibility, .A, determination to win. 
Confidence in : those . you lead. And a sense of .· 
integrfty inspired by the. Uniform and insignia·. of 
a Marine Officer. · 
If you want to make it-if you think you have 
what. it takes to be one of our leading candi-
dates..:.call us. 800-423-2600, toll free• 
. And put your leadership to our test. 
·Captain il.E. Blankenship wlll be on cainpus 
on October 14th. Contact him at the Univer-
sity Center. · 
Thur11111r, Ocloller 7, 1171 
. .. ,,. .... 
..:.... .... 
monly considered as dying remnants 
of the '60's, the free university move- Ch an· g e S an n OU n Ced- : ment is actually stronger now than 
ever. · 
"There may have been 300 free un- By RA y LEBOWSKI nor in the dormitories are requested 
iversities about five years aRo, but N••...., wrtter . to leave their addresses and phone 
many of those · were sporadic The 1976-77 edition of the Student numbers at the Student Government 
efforts," Draves said. "Today's free ·Director, should be ready to go to office. . . 
universities are stronger and offer print within .the next few weeks. The second new feature is the in-
more classes to more people." The Directoryincludes the home corporation of the XU Telephone 
Some free schools have larger en- and residence hall addresses and Directory into the Student Direc-
rollment_s than do state universities. phone numbers of all full-timeun- tory. This booklet, which was dis-
For example, 1.6,000 students an- dergraduate students-regardless of tributed separately lastyear,includes 
nually attend the Experimentaly Cfivison•dvertisements, and impor- faculty, administration, and staff 
College in Seattle, and 14,000attend tant tel~phone numbers on campus. _ !Clephos:ie numbers, and emergency 
the University for Man in Manhat- Other items of interest are a com- mstruct1ons. · 
tan, Kansas. plete listing of campus organizations . Any students who do not want 
. The firstfi'ec university opened its and moderators and· full details on their . addresses and/ or phone i 
doors in 1964 in Berkeley, Californ- Student Government and class of- · numbers to be published in this : 
ia, and the movement spread rapidly ficers; year's Directory are· asked to leave l 
during the late/60's .. "All these A new feature in this year's Direc- theiuames atthe Information Desk ! 
schools were located on campus, but tory is. a section ·on off-ciampus in the · University Center. Those j 
since· 1971 we've· been moving off ·students. In past years, many students who have changed ad- ' 
campus. In fact, full-time students students complained of the dresses .and/or phone numbers are 
don't always have alot of time for uselessness of having only the home asked to . check at· the Student 
these courses .... so we've seen an ex- phone number of a student living Government offi~ to make sure the 
plosion in adult learning," Draves ·off-campus. All students who live changes are carried through into the 
commented. neither at their official home address Directory . 
... --------------------------------------------------------------
.·-·-·=== 
Comfort'" & Cola 
Comfort'" & 7UP 
Comfort'" & Tonic 
Comfort'" & Milk 
Try this sextet. of combos. 
Because Southern Comfort is 
so delicious just by itself, 
it makes terrific drinks in 
·combo with juices; sodas, etc. 
Comfort'" & Bitter-Lemon 
Comfort'" & Orange Juice 
fl.1lf~ •"·~-'k'l};::.'Y . . . . . 
• ,_H /I, .&:.i. :, /I.• K.-(f' 
,../I./,"..;. L.19. Kf•I 
..,....,-c;.;,:.tt-.._.1:,.. ~ 
=: ................................... ... 
There's nothing so delicious as Southern Comfort® on-the-rocks! 
' S•nd for.,, .. Rt1c1pe G11u1e: SOUIH(IU~ C041'01H CORP 100 Pfl00' t1CJuEUll sr LOUIS YO 6J•J! 
Use this h•nd'I Ord•r Bl•nk ... b• th• first in '/OUr crowd to own on•! 
.------------------,----------------------------, S I' • to om th" Co lot'" bli Order Blenk ,· .vii.:·.: I . Roye Ltd.. . . •. · .. · .. · .. < . 11p 1n .. s e 1ng m11, B e ...• •2•""'""' onctuu .. po"•9• .P.O_!Bo12150I .. · ! ... , • 
O((J_er a . . I s ZE· Q ·' ·•1 'i''i' ..... f': St. Loui •. Mo.1313.2 . ~. '.' ., I 
IOUTHEllN .T SHIRT I I . """'"Y· ... 010. 1··· ··. _.· ..... ·· I 
. COMriOllT': • · · 'I Medoum ' '•ivr' : ·'.1\11mi · .1 
· I Large ::": I 
A real . 00-proof bargain . .. onlv S2 each. I XLarg• Addre.. I 
:, c~hn;c{!~~~:sp~~~!~~~r ~~~r~~~~~b!j~~~~~~~k. I, Eocio,~ en~,, s C11v S1a1e I 
and gi>ld on a quality T·shirt hy one of America's I~ ' m Mont>v 0,,,.,, 11" I:--- 1 I l~adinFt '.·maker~ .. Machine washable, color·fast. ·11 ,;1,,..0"\> "t M•t-•) '··' .w .. it-•, \ Zip • 1P11•••otin1 t'"''''' I 
Greal or guys or gals: order now! ·' L~ Olltt• •'• u .,. G,.,,,9.;i \.f 1 5 ,~,·DO· ~,,.,,; H.t"'~\,., ,, •. O••.;tir,m,J ;,ru CJndrJd J ' 
----------------------------
P•11tl 
The Ph ifs and the R·eds 
-
how they match· 17Jan for man 
B~· RAV LEBOWSKI burners. Now for a companson: matter the old ·chestnut about 
• Newt s1a11 Wrll•r .cine~ catcher Johnnr Bench ad- "pitch~g wins the short series." 
Upon one's first exposure to the m1ts hes not the o~fens1ve threat l)f Philly's trio of Steve Carlton, Jim 
Cincinnati Reds, one is immediately old, but he remams a co~petent Kaat, and Jim Lonborg are all 
impressed with the incredible c~utz- catcher. Bob Boo~e and Tun ~c- World Series veteran~, and have Jots· 
pah of their fans. This amazmgly Carv~r are streak hatters; Boo~e as a of experience at pressure. Cincin-
arrogan t; ·insufferable,·· illogical sup~nor catcher. . . ., nati's Nolan-Gullet-Zachry group is 
creature lives in a dream world First base goes to C1.nc1Dnau s good· because of the offense. The 
created by a saccharine press, drool- Tony Perez, because Dack Allen Reds are thin in relief_ "gopher"-
ing announcers, arrogant players, talks more than he plays. Joe prone Rawly Eastwick arid rookie 
and a front office with the grace of a Morgan has base-steali!lg skill, Manny Sarmiento are the only con-. 
Momrt piano concerto and the average, ·power, and defense over sistent hurlers; Fred Norman does 
methods of the Spanish Inquisition. anybody anywhere at seco_nd- even not excel in relief, while wm · · 
This combination leads the R~s Dave Cash. Shortstop goes to Larry McEnaney specializes in giving up 
and their fans to believe the team 1s Bowa ~ver err~r-prone "Elmer" runs. Phillies . Ron Reed, Tug · 
one of supermen. Add a ''w~k" op- C~ncepc10n: '!hard base goes to McGraw, and Gene Garber are good 
ponent, and the team is occas1onally · ~1ke Sch~1dt s, defense and power and consistent. 
ripe for an upset. Remember 19_73 oye~ Pete Roses hustle and clutch Pitching to the Phils 
and the "lowly" Mets. Then agalD, hittmg. The reserve situation is where the 
some Reds fans consider the 72-74 '!"he outfield seems even, also. K~n Reds may prevail; Bob Tolan and 
.. Qakland teams lowly. ~nffey of the R~~ h~s the edge ID Ollie Brown parallel Cincy's Dan 
There have been rumors la~e.1~ of . nght,, but the Phil.hes Garry Mad- Driessen and Bob Bailey, but after 
dissension on the Eastei:n D1v.1s~on · dox as ~ore c:onsistent than Cesar . that, Philadelphia has only John 
champs, the Philadelp~1a Ph,11hes. Ger~na~o m center. U Gre.g Oates; McCarver, and Jerry Martin, 
You always hear rumors of d1ssen- Luz1Dski ~.knee hold~ together, has and some others, vs. the Reds' Mike 
sion when a team hits a slump. The clutc_h abdaty m~kes hun the ~ual of. Lum,_ Do.ug Flynn; Ed Armbrister, 
Phils are again playing good ball and Geor'e F«;>ster ID a short ~enes. et al. 
are ready for the Red's boomers and This bnngs us. to the crux of the 
• 
Try 
jumping off· 
a mountain. 
Rappelling ... descending a precipice by 
rope and the seat of your pants. It's the 
fastest way down. Except for free fall. 
Rappelling is one part of a challenging 
academic a~ extracurricular program 
offered by rmy ROTC. · . 
Army RO C students learn to lead .. To 
manage people and handle equipment. · 
Then, as active Army or Reserve officers, 
they take ori'more instant responsibility 
than is available in most other jobs right 
out of college. . 
Ruggers 
split two, 
beat Dayton 
By DAN COSTELLO and 
. · JIM DONLIN · 
. N•• Spor:ta Wrllera · 
Last weekend, Xavier's Rugby 
team opene4 its fall season by losing_ 
27-ll on Saturday to the Cincinnati 
Rugby Club, and defeating Dayton 
9-7 on Sunday in:Dayton. 
. Looking inept and out of shape, 
X.U. managed only two trys and a 
penalty kick against the older and 
more experienced City Club. 
Xavier's points came from John 
McGoff and Steve Bartlow. 
In Sunday's game, the X.U. team 
rebounded io beat Dayton. After 
·being down4-0 at half time, and_ hav-
ing been beaten soundly the day 
before, the Ruggerscamebackin the 
second half to put points across and 
.pull the game out. 
TERRIKRAl:MER 
SPORTS EDITOR 
What's .Happening in·sport,s 
Baseball 
Oct. 9 (Sat.) 
Oct. l I (Mon.) 
Ru1by 
·Oct. 9 (Sat.) 
Rio Grande (2) 
Cincinnati (1) 
·Wittenberg· 
Rio Grande, Ohio 
. Home, 3:30 p.m. 
Away 
Sailing . . 
Oct. 9-lO (Sat.-Sun.) Cinti. Regatta Lake Cowan 
Soccer 
Oct. 9 (Sat.) · Morehead State Home, 2:00 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball 
Oct. 7 (Thurs.) 
Oct. 9 (Sat.) 
Mount St. Joe 
&Wilmington 
Rio Grande & 
Milligan College 
Mt. St. Joe, 6:00 
Home, 2:00 
· 8-ballers ·stand at 2-2 
after N. Ky. Tourney 
By DENNIS RUDY 
New1l18ffWrlter · 
The Xayier University Muskie 
Baseball tearil opened it's fall season 
last weekend at an · Invitational 
Tournament at Northern Kentucky 
State College. They won· games 
against Kentucky Wesleyan and the 
University of Cinci~nati. On the 
other end they came up · short 
against Northern Kentucky State 
and Lo~isville. 
In the first game on Saturday, Ed 
Williams pitched a strong six innings · 
en 'route to a 4-3 loss. He had seven 
strilceouts"and two walks. 
The Muskies loadi:d the bases in 
each of the first three innings, but did 
not score. However, second 
baseman Tom· Merkle's triple drove 
home a run in the sixth inning. Tim. 
Baumer had a run sconng sirlgle in 
the seventh even though the Muskies 
left the bases loaded again. 
On Saturday afternoon freshman 
hurler Andy Dillman threw a. 4-0 
shutout at Kentucky Wesleyan. The 
trio of Whelen, Bachman and 
Stevenson acC:ounied for five hits in . 
ten at bats with three rbi's. . 
Sunday afternoon Senior Bill 
Vitale pitched the Muskies to a 3-1 
win over U .c. The two game win-
ning streak was short however, as 
Louisville ·turned back the 
Musketeers 2-1 on· Monday mor-
ning, Jim Clear pitched a strong 
game . but was the victim of three 
Xavier errors. Designated hitter 
Gary Bachman hit his.first home run 
in the .second inning with the bases 
empty for Xavier's only run. 
Boote rs lose in St. Louis 
· ... '.. By TERRI KRAEMER 
;,~:· ' Sporle EdllDr 
The soccer team lost a two game 
weekend road trip in St. Louis, and 
their record now stands at 1-2-1. 
The Muskies played the Universi-
ty of Missouri on Friday, and an ex-
hibition game against Florrissant 
Valley C.C. oil Sunday. 
In the first game, X.U. was out-
shot by an incredible 26-1 in the first 
half, andoutshotover-all47-S. Even 
though Missouri scored only 6 times 
out of the 47 tries, x'.u. simply 
couldn't score. · 
St .. Louis scored three goals in 
each half, and player Mike Dean . 
broke.their school record of 14 shots, 
and scored twice. . ..... _ .. 
Tom Powers, X.U.'s goalkeeper· 
·was credited with 19 saves before ex-
iting in the second half, with only 
five minutes left, due to pulled 
ligaments In his right knee. . 
· Although inexperienced at 
goalkeeping,.Nicky Calixte replaced 
the injured Powers. . 
In the second game, Xavier took 
their second exhibition loss by a 
· score of 6-1. Nicky Calixte _scored 
the only goal as· Powers was able to 
· return to the line up. 
Florrissant Valley took 29 shots in· 
the first, half; three more than the U. 
of Missouri in the game two days 
before. 
RESEARCH 
Thousaiids ofJopics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160· 
page, mail order catalog •. Enclose 
$1 .00 to cqver postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE.,f 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477.6474 
If you're looking for the challenge of 
leadership, in college and afterwards, look.· 
into Army ROTC. Besides, we might let 
you be the first to jump. 
ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT· 
WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE 
WE'RE COMPLETELY 'C9MM~ED 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purPolll· only. 
IT TAKES TO LEAD~ 
For details, contact: 
Captain Schiess 
Xavier University .. 
Department of Military Science · 
Cincinnati, .Ohio 45207 
TELEPHONE 745-3646 
We make it our business to know our diamqnds. " 
And that's good business. We select every 
diamond with extreme care. Check each stone· 
for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'll 
gladly share our diamond knowledge with you. 
Show you how to select the most beautiful 
diamond your money can. buy. 
STUDENT 
CHARGE 
A,CCOUNTS 
INVITED 
SPECIAL 
V.. Carat Diamond ......... 195 
V2 Carat Diamond ......... 295 -
1 Carat Diamond ......... 495 · 
DISCOUNT 
TO ALL 
XAVIER 
STUDENTS 
605 Race Street. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
· tel: 621·0704 c 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
10% OFF 
I on au service and parts to 
I~-.~.,: students and . faculty C:. ~de~lfication cards. 
XevlerNew1 
Rapelling· 
blends-·· 
classwork, 
·1ialdwork 
Ever wonder if any Xavier any succes~ in core days would be 
students stir from their beds before sheer luck rather than skill. The field 
noon on Saturday? Four JlOTC experience is important because it 
platoons were heading to northern instills confidence and youare sur-· 
Kentucky Saturday, October 2 prised at- what. you never thought 
before 8:00 a.m. Their destination ·you could do," commented Jerry 
was the 150 foot cliff on Kentucky . Sullivan, sophomore ROTC 
State Route 27. member. . 
R$TC went rapelling as part ofa .The s.enior · ROTC students 
core day/ leadership lat?. J?uring organize the program. They are 
these excursions the students have responsible for giving instructions to 
the opportunity to. put iheir their regiment or to platoons headed 
· classroom knowledge into practice by underclassmen. · 
with field exerci8es, There are two rapelling methods 
"Without classroom used by Xavil'.r ROTC: Standard 
91111.Photo br CATHY.LYNCH 
and Australian. Facing the moun-
. tainside, Standard climber5 rely on a 
rope structure around the waist and . 
legs to prevent falling. The 
Australian method involves descen-
ding with one's back to the cliff. 
Beginning climbers practiced on 
the 25 foot hill and progressed to the 
150 foot cliff. The rapelling ·excur-
sion was not restricted to Xavier 
ROTC students. Two non-members, 
Mark Hollrith and Frank Bujold 
were included in the leadetship lab. 
Other interested Xavier students 
should contact Captain Schiess at 
745-3646. 
Tentative dates set 
for flu vaccination· 
By NEJDAT MULtA 
N•.v• Slaff Writer 
The tentative date for administra-· 
.tion of the swine flu vaccine has been 
set for November 1 from 8 a.m:to 7 
p.m. The· reasoning behind this 
Federally sponsored program has 
·caused some controversy. 
Swine flu is an extremely virulent 
strain of virus which affected rough-
ly half a million people the last time 
it was active. Earlier this year, 
several cases of swine . flu were 
reported and one death attributed to 
it. . 
The controversy now arises· 
around the question of whether or 
not the shots·are now needed. In the 
· death was caused by 
pneumonic infections brought on by 
the flu rather than the flu itself. 
Some experts now _argue that, with 
the outcome of modern anti-biotics 
and tetracyclines, another epidemic 
of the same magnitude could not 
happen. Another point that many 
experts argue is that there is present-
ly no potential for an outbreak of 
swine flu and that the vaccine should 
be stockpiled until there is a real 
need for it. 
The shots will be given at Xavier 
tentatively on Monday, November I 
from 8.a.m. to 7 p.m. in the Universi-
ty Center. They are offered absolute-
ly free to everyone 18 or older. 
(Anyone who is allergic to egg or egg 
protein should not receive them.) 
There will be a consent form to be 
signed. It will be posted around the 
university and should be read before 
· going in to get the shot. Clerical 
volunteers are still needed to help 
\\'.ith the consent forms. Anyone in-
terested should contact the Health 
Center at 745-3631 or 745-3632. 
The biggest selection 
anywhere. In the most 
colors and sizes. We've 
got it. All in one place. 
Ours. Fall into the Gap 
today. 
·~ 
FLORENCE MALL 
QDirion 
. 1·= 1i:)1:. 
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Editor! 
ROBERT J. STEGMOYER 
ANITA BUCK· 
SHANNON M. FLYNN 
LISA MAECHLING · 
·' THOMAS FLYNN 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATl,·OHIO 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19.76 
Ed.itors Extend Gratitude fial responsibility. And in the long run, ·good accounting· doesn't take the fun out of student activities, but simply ensures that eve~ ID· 
dollar delivers its full potential in services for students. There remain 
Page one of this issue isgraced:wlth n~softheO'ConnorSports minQr structural ambiguities in the constitutions' of both boards 
Center dedication. Everyone agrees an inadequacy in the Xavier cam- · which .must be clarified ·before the O'Donoghue administration can. 
pus has been remedied admirably. We have the J. Ralph Corbetts to· confidently will the new structures to future student governments. 
thank. But the necessary adjustments are minor acts. of filling in the blanks; 
Those of our readers from outside Cincinnati may not be aware of · the basic structure of a versatile, long-lived scheduling-funding 
the contribution this couple has made to the city. Several area· system has been brought to fruition in this year's Campus Activities 
haspitals have been extensively furnished through Corbett philan.. Board and Student Financial Board. . · · · 
trhopy. Playhouse in the Park, Edgecliffe Theatre, The Cincinnati ·The News congratulates everyone involved with the two boards .. 
Symphony; and The Summer Opera are all beneficiaries of their con- .not just for making the whole thing work, but for making it work so 
cem and financial support. The quality. of the arts in Cincinna_ti inagnificently. . 
would be. strikingly diminished if not for their generosity, and few 
students would be· able to afford attendance. · 
TWF 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
Presenting •.. · 
Thorugh their donation to Xavier, first in the form ·of Com-
muniversity Theatre and now in our new sports complex, the Cor-
betts have showed they"feel that Xavier deserves recognition and sup-
port. The XU community should be proud of the significance of.that 
gesture. "He rules best who remains unknown." 
The Corbett-money was not given to Xavier iri order to "shore her . Anonymous 
up." People wouldn't donate $750,000 to a degenerating-organiza- Rumor has it that this statement should be attributed to one or 
tion; Mr: and Mrs. Corbett see something vaulable here.· Their more of the members of the X. U. News Editorial board. However, 
friendship with-Fr. Muliigan and their respect for the late Fr. O'Con- after the final vote was tallied, this sentiment was overruled and we, 
nor prompted them to manifest their positive feeling for Xavier by the the editors, are revealing our identities to you who read the Xavier 
gift of the new sports center. We extend our gratitude. . News. We are aware that there are those of you saying a[tliis very 
Efficient SFB . ~CA-& 
arouses admiration 
minute "Well, I really don't care who you are!" Be that as it may, since 
LMM the five 0f.us will be reporting Xavier events and offering commen-
Under· the constitution ·of Xavier's student government, there ex-
ists a Campus Activities Board (CAB) which approves proposed stu-
dent activities, assigns dates, and maintains the master· activities 
calendar. There also exists a Student Financial Board (SFB) charged 
with overseeing and controllmg student government's annual budget. 
If, come April, ·Julie O'Donoghue's student govemmenfhas ac- . 
complished nothing else, it will still command our respect ·for the 
enthusiasm with which it has made those two structures work. · 
This year's. smooth SFB-CAB operations represent a significant 
break with the past. Three ye8rs ago, event schedule and budaet 
decisions were the exclusive erovince of Student Senate. It is very 
properly democ~tic for elected representatives to deal directly with 
such day-to-day · matters as activities; but in practice Senate's. 
decisions tended to be slow, arbitary, and politically capricious. 
A crisis in Senate during the presidency of t.f ike McCaffrey forced 
the creation of the first Campus Activities Board shortly after the 
Financial. Board made its appearance: both were fundamentally 
stopgaps intended to salvage a crippled activities ealendar; 
Though more reliable than Senate, the two fledgling bodies left a 
aood deal to be desired. M_any ~bservers would have.had the S~B de-
mand stricter accounting of the money it loaned, while producers of 
student events generally ignored the CAB to a degree matched only 
· by CAB's own impotence to maintain and enforce an activities calen-
dar. · _ · .... 
Last spriilg, Student Senate undertook a. further dramatic restruc-
turing of the CAB, entrusting the calendar to the newly~reated office 
of Calendar Coordinator and establishing a highly : structured 
framework to control access to time on that calendar. . 
To critics of. the "new CAB," this restructuring represented just 
another bureaucracy. But the SFB-CAB system is bureaucracy that 
works. and· much of the credit for the boards' success ii due to the 
skilled individuals appointed to the boards by President O'Donoghue 
· and approved by Senate. · · , · 
tary on university conditions.throughout the upco~jng year, we feel 
accountable to the student community for our representation of you. 
A five member Editorial board is a notable change for the Xavier 
. New1. This is the first time that official policy has been the expressed 
responsib~lity of five editors. All decisions on editorial content must 
have the assent of the majority and the Editor-in-Chief. We hope 
these adjustments provide a step towards greater balance and discre-
tion on the part of the News. as well asa more valid representation of 
· student opinion than in the past. . 
- The head of the Xavier News organization is Bob Stegmoyer, 
Editor-in-Chief. Bob is a diligent senior pre-med student from 
Lebanon, Penn. He has served the Newdor 3years asstaffwriter and 
production manqer. Friends ·address him as "Bruno" or "Boar-
hunter extraordinaire" since his triumphant retum·from Tennessee 
where he bagged a 2SO lbs. wild-boar. 000,.AHH! 
Shannon Flynn fills the position of Managing £ditor. In the past 
~he has been a,,\'ewsstaff-writennd foreign correspondent. Shannon 
(affectionately· known in News circles as "Flunnlette") ii· a .not so 
diligent senior English major. A native Cincinnatian, she commutes 
and is in the process of readjusting to life at Xavier after a year in 
Paris where she dodged traffic, hopped trains, imbibed "vin ·or-
dinaire" and studied at the Sorbonne (more or less in that order.) 
Anita Buck, senior English/ American studies major is the News 
Arts Editor. Anita made·her fateful-pilgriinage t~ Xavier from In-· 
dianapolis. Her artistic temperamen·t leands sensitivity to the News . 
operation as. well as intelligent art, dance,. music and film criticism. 
Toin, "our Man" or "Muckraker'' Flynn,. begins his third year as 
the News• most prominent columnist. An ·active Communication . 
Arts major from Erie, Penn. Tom arinilally edits· the special 
"negativism" issue of the "Ecchs U. News" (which was so negative last 
year it was never produced.)'"Flynnie" wishes it to be made "perfectly 
clear" that he is absolutely not related to Shannon. · · 
The grace and polish of the Editorial Board is senior Lisa Maechl-
ing. Lisa is an English Major who spent· the past year investigating 
art and literature in Madrid. <She has also been kDown to sio frostv 
cocktails on the shaded Prado Plaza.) Oriainally from Los Angeles, 
she now commutes from Montgomery. She·isanactive Xavier stu-
dent having served on th~· University Senate, Xav~r News and she is 
the newly· elected president· of, AIPha. Sialila Nu. (But can she type?) 
The Campus Activities Board is chaired by Tom Madigan, who is Any criticism or sugg~tions you may have about th~ News can be 
assisted b~ Maureen Dopf and Steve Martin. Jane Domer, the un":" .. ·addressed to· any of these individuals care.of the Xavier News in the 
sung heroine· of. the McCaffrey Senate (who, as secretary, had to ·University Center. RJS 
~cord. thofl!:' vicious meetings), has been named calendar coor-. · ··-"·"···· SMF dmator; . STAtlMINTO•"""'·='~·~-·.~~r .... coRCULATION· 
Meanwhile, Ms. O'Donoghue injected new blood into the ~FB by ~-h~. - . ·- ·· .. -. ::.i .. t·~:""''"; ••• :.];;;ii.:~ .•..• · 
appointing as chairman Bob Sohovich and as secretary Tom ~.,.*'6!ilt~J..Pl!'l!r!, .... =r',=..-~ .. '""'"'"''""""··Ir..: ~ 
Callahan, along with Greg Smith, Beverly Pryor; and Joyce ~~~,:~~!:~;1:~~!::~::.-
Lavender. Both boards have operated most satisfactorily since the i··~--7i·~-Ly.~,diol ,., ... _ 
O'Donoghue administration took power last spring. .. . . · ,. ... ·· -· .. 5 • ..,., t..w-_, ..-"""1 . .., __ _ The "new CAB" has become an invaluable source of advice and · , ................ _ ... _ ..... "' --- e ' d c. ·+ :~::~~;.;. ~~:~~!:~£::.?:~~~~~ ~~f~f;~~~~~~~. 
create a well-balanced calendar which offers students a·wider spec- r.=:;_,,,~ •. ,. ..••• ,,""' .. ,, ............. "'"'""'"""""'''"'""""""'"'" 
trum of activities, while it protects sponsoring organizations from ex- ~~i·:.·~=~~~f~;~'.~·~~'~!~·:~!O''?:'.:~""":· ~:·_:~=~ 
ce~~i~~:~~t~~~nbeen "refreshing," then the word for this year's !"0"'0~·:"· ........ ,: .. ~:.~:::~":;:~;.~~~~~~~-.;i·~;,.;.;.;~~..;:::-= 
Financial Board has to be "breathtaking."Charged with the custody l ;;?::;~:-.::;:.::"·~~;.:~:;;::::.~·;:-···;::~;,::~~:·:.~:::::'. .. :.:.~:, ......  
of student government's rathennodest resources, SEB must receive 
and deal fairly with funding requests from every campus organization 
imaginable - even the university public relations department has 
come to them for money. To strike a balance between fudning 
worthy causes and safeguarding student money is a great challenge. 
SFB has risen to the challenge by taking itsjob seriously, and ex-
. pectins those who approach them to share · their ~u~inesslike 
kiemeanor. This board makes few bones about turning ,down a 
proposal for being too vague, or about undertaking carefu_l analysis 
of a budget report that won't balance. . · 
Critics may call it .. nit-picking," but _the News believes the SFB's · 
analytical approach will force, student organizat.ioris to show more 
X•vler NeWI 
·at my discretion, upon the othe..Wise-unsung ~ . handsomely to say these things about him"). 
heroes who make Xavier such a great place to The question remains, though, whether 
stay away from. · _Stadtmiller was investigating a posdble abuse 
Today's CIHTOMT, in the category of "If of University funds, or just wanted to know 
at first you don't succeed, you probably won't how he could get on my "nice list," too .. 
at second or at third," goes to _Housing Direc- • · • • · ·. · · 
tor David A. Tom, for making the same m.is- At last, theO'Costly-er, O'Connor Sports 
take twice in as many semesters. . . Center is open ... and even I have to admit that 
. . You may remember when Xavier's. high- the building is beautiful and the dedication 
intensity management course began last . went flawlessly~ (After Rev. Frank Hulefeld 
February, for middle-echelon executives from blessed the new tennis courts last yea rand two 
IBM. Though it had been known since the netsfelldown,youcanbettheX.U.communi-· 
·previous summer that the program was "go" ty held its collective breath while Rev. Victor 
·and that the IBM students.would be living on. Nieporte blessed the Corbett Pool.) . 
campus, H~using failed to. keep a wing operi 
for them when dorm-room assignments were 
made - and this was why a tight~knit wingful 
.of Brockmaniacs returned from Christmas 
Cheap· shots: II vacation to team that they had to pack up and 
ity Tom Flynn move - during Finals Week. · 
. Auoci.le Editor So why an award this year? Well, Housing 
bdid, the rlch·estOit sheik In all Arabia, has done it again. YES! ONCE AGAIN 
t to bll IOn Ya1lr.anthsked the lad what STUDENTS HAVE BEEN PLACED IN 
' te thin& he most wanted for bl1 thirteenth ROOMS RESERVED FOR THE IBM peo-
. day. '"To see Olsneyta'nd, Father," Yailr · PI.c. rooms from which they face eviction by 
wered proinptly. · . October 17, when this seinester's program 
ow Abdul wai rich enoup to 11ve hli 90n ·begains. As I write this, ·several members of a 
thin& he wanted; so father, son, and two largely pre-med frosh wing have been 
0 0 0 0 
red and twenty clolefrlendl oftbe family . scattered to make room for newcomers freshly 
ped aboard Abdufi prlnte 747 and new turned out of the IBM wing. N~w that the Pool exists, and will now arid 
.. Dlmeyland, eventually ipendlnl 1everal Granted, only a couple froSh showed up on again be made available to organizations 
I on the Callfomla Coa1t punuln1 the reserved wing this time~ around; and wishing to throw pool parties, a few Ad-
suru entirely unlike thow which would granted that most dorm frosh ·get moved at ministration rulings need change. Clearly, the 
rest the lad only two yean later. least once. But it still .makes more sense to rule that no event may..OC adverttised as a 
Butafter retumlnt to Saudi Arabia, Abdul solve problems during August by juggling "drink and drown" has become profoundly 
Hfeltbebadnotalvenhls10nenoupforhis slips of paper than to attack them during unrealistic. Organizations should be allowed 
eentb birthday; 90 he went to Yastr'and September and October by juggling human to use the phrase again ... with the strict un-
ed if there were anythlns else the boy mliht beings who, just once, might like five minutes derstanding that, when used, it is meant 
e ... Well, yes, Father, If it's not too much to si~ down and stu~y~ * literally. · 
uble, rd 1•e a Mickey Mouse outfit;" This is assuming that the entire student 
:Abdul smiled~ and walked to bil office and -Kudos to X.U .. business manger Thomas body doesn't forget their identity, thefr pur-
upt hil 10n Xavier. . · · . Stadtmiller, who broke several months of. pose, or what a "drink and drown" is after 
·· . ;_told by Mike Wilder stubborn non-comment on my writing by theirfirstswim;judingfromsomeofthethings 
finally saying something about this column. that were apparently "forgotten~ during the 
r.· It gives .me great pleasure to open this Seems he phoned Food Service director Vic Center's construction, there seems to be 
· · · h h' · • fi "C I Ranieri last Thursday - to check out News something about the O'Connor project which ~Bj· · •. umn (finally) wit t is. years irst · an allea .. tions that Vic was paying_ me off to get a induces amnesia . 
. ; -·ave That One More Time? (CIHTOMT)" -~a·"' ard, thafnihilistic no-prize which I bestow, good press ("Vic .. .is on your side ... ~e's a Once upon a time, for instance, we were told 
centavo uno, because all expenses associated 
with the project would be met by donations. 
·Then we discovered last spring.that, nioi1ths 
after constructi~n had b_egun, somebody final-
ly remembered to sit.down and calculate what 
the building would co~t' to operate: 7S grand a 
year - about half of the last tuition increase. 
Supposedly, if operating expenses had been 
calculated -back when other basic costs were 
being estimated, fund-drive goals could have 
been set higher to raise expense money. But we 
forgot operating costs, and now students are 
paying for it. 
-lf the stories told by Sports Center informa-
tion people at registration are to be belived, 
the same forgetfulness explains the sudden 
appearance this autumn of the 2Sc "locker 
fee." The state-required locker bays allegedly 
had to be added as afterthoughts because .the 
builders only found out this summer that they 
were necessary. On that kind of short notice, 
the only way to finance them was the direct 
way - by slapping a fee on them in hopes 
they'd pay 'for ~hemselves. Or, so the story 
goes. 
Another instance of architect's amnesia 
won't be obvious until Xavier forms its 
proposed intercollegiate swim team or tries to 
hold an invitational swim meet at the Corbett 
Pool. Though the pool itself, with its diving 
tank and its dual English and metric racing· 
lanes, is admirably suited for competition, the 
pool complex .does not include any place for 
bleachers ... which ere rather important; as 
most spectators to sporting events like to be in 
the same building as the event they're watching. 
Maybe our next tuition increase will be used· 
to finance close-circuit TV so people can 
watch swim meets on a -screen in the.Body 
Management Room ... or just a.set of ramps so 
people can see the swimmers by filing past 
those three little portholes. 
One wonders how important, though 
minute, details like these can go so long 
forgotten on a project of the Sports Center's 
magnitude. At this rate, it ought to be a scream 
the day the University "discovers" it should've 
salted away a little extra greenola to pay the 
water bill. r~· · . . . wonderful human being ... he's paying me that the Sports Center wouldn't cost students ( Mr. Prellltlent __:_---~----'-----~--w..,...H· v-'1\/\-.-lll_A...,..·•k----r-------'----r-----·-:----, 
H. LULLA~? 1 vu ~ nnwrc.. Z'f.f 50l2" ,r CAW 
.Pe UW.AWI DIRE. >.TT\\IS .4'1S\Jf.21WW ~. 
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·AB, SGFB eliminate ·~onflicts, stress accountability 
By MARCIA PLESCIA sor an·event, they must go-before the before the Student Government dent organizations not funded by the 
· N .. • slall' Wlilff CAB to reserve a date. 'If there is a . Financial Board for funding. Student Activities Budget Board 
Two branches of Xavier's Student · conflict between two or more ac- Votilf~ members of this board are (SABB). The money used by this 
ovemment include the Campus tivities, it i~ up to the board to make Robert Sohovich, chairman; ·board comes largely from the stu-
ctivities Board (CAB) and the Stu- the final.decision as to which activity Thomas Callahan, secretary; Beth dent l.D. fee. 
ent Government Financial Board · would be given preference. Thisdeci- Pryor, Joyce Lavendar, and Greg Organizations requesting funds 
SGFB)., Both of these boardi are · sion would be based upon past calen- Smith. Matt Habash, Vi~President from the SGFB m.ust first pick up an 
nder the 'jurilldiction of Student dar ~ents, time of the activity, and of Student Senate and the trea1urer application for funding from the. In-
nate. · the number of events the group ha& of Senate, Bob Carroll, are the non- fonnation Delk in· the Univenity 
The purpo1e of the CAB is to per- already sponsored. If at all possible, · voting members or SGFB. Center. The application isa two page 
orm the dutiea of an activitiet coor- · the ~rd would try to schedu_le the ·The job of the SGFB is tO allocate form wh~h requests an itemization 
inatin1bodyfor~aerieralitudent timeii of the activities ao that they funds and supervi1e their uae by·. offunds, When thisi1completed,the 
y. Thia·orpnization'1cauthority_. woulfl not conflict butcomplement ·.organizations auch asSocial,··Film,.· :board. requelts that·eiaht copia be 
to be exe"illld t0ward elinlinating . one an~ther. . . . Cultural; Concert · and Speakeri made for the board memben. 
e conflicts in reprds to the uiign- . When asked how the bo_ard felt· · Committees, Commuter. Council This ·request if then sent to the 
ent of dates to the activities caleit.;. · · atiOu't "beer blasts," both Martin and and class governments - those stu- board where it is reviewed inan open 
meeting. After the budget has been 
discussed, the SGFB will go into a 
clo·sed session to· determine the 
allocation and whether it is to be a 
grant or a loan. 
Within ten days of the activity, the 
organimtion must report back to the 
SGFB with an exact expense report; 
itemizinl everything and stating its . 
profit and lou~ · There mu1t be 
receipts for -all expenses, no mia-. 
celtaneoo1 itcm1will be accepted. All 
funds mu1t ·be acc:Ounted for, with 
receipts. 
.cAa .. ,...a 
ar. . . · . Madigan said that they were trying · · · · · · · · 
This board is made up of three topt_a~ayfromthistypeofactivity c·a1·en·· d. ar ·com··. m· a·n· ·e· ·e ··1ace·s ·p·roblems 
oting inembe:rs who are appointed -and 'put silore or a variety or activities · · . . . · . · . . : • · . • · • .. · · ·. . · .· . · 
y the-President or Student Senate. on the· eaiendar •. Although, if these 
he members of this year's board are are the only events req~esting that . 
homas Madipn, Chairman; Steve da~,ithen that date .would be reserv-
artin and Maureen Dopf. Thomas ed. . 
rooks is the Senate representative - Aecording to Madigan, "The 
nd Jane Domer serves as secretary CAB shall not be responsible for the 
nd calendar coordinator. making of 'moral' decisions with 
·Tho~ organizations. responsible · regard .·to ca~pus programming~ .. 
or going before the CAB to reserve a These functions are the responsibili-
ate on the calendar include class ty of Federal, State and Local 
ovemments, dorm governments, governments, the Vice-President of 
ommuter council, Student Book S_tudent Development and others 
xchange Committee, Social Com-· who feel capable of making a.'moral' 
ittee, Speakers Committee, Film, decision for another .. " 
oncert, Cultural and. Intramural Madigan also stated that Tucker:s 
ommittees. Tavern is run by Shamrock Foods 
According to Steve Martin, one of and is not student . sponsored, 
he. purposes of the· board is to. therefore it will not have exclusiv_ity 
otivate these committees to get over student sponsored activities. 
eir dates iri on time, and to get As to how the calendar looks so 
em on the calendar. ·· far this year, Madigan said that it is 
Special interest group activities the fullestand most-complete he has 
eed not go before the CAB'for ap- seen for't.his early- in the year. He 
proval of a claendar date, although, added that Halloween weekend is till 
pie board would like.to ~now what ·open. 
rents are planned, even if small; After having their date approved Before an organization can spon- by the CAB, many organizations go, . 
J"'-l"•Oc"*9r7,111t. 
f 
. By BOB WILKING 
. ~· ,..,, WtOilr . . . . 
In J976~7asin previous years the 
Xavier Calendar Committee ii fac-
~ with :the problem of changing 
the sehool calendar to start the 
academic. year earlier. Starting 
earlier in ·September would enable 
the first semester to end before the 
Christmas holidays, and result in 
an earlier termination of the school 
year in May, or possibly late April. 
According to Dr. Milton Par-
tridge, dean of summer sessions, 
past chairman of the Calendar 
Committee, one of the causes for 
the lack ·of progress in calender 
revision has been the lack of time. 
.One of ~he committee's 'purposes is 
to plan _the basic layout .of the 
catalbgue. He said at the. present 
time, the c()mmittee. is not. in the 
position to make a definite decision 
about a cbanje in the starting date. 
Much more fuui to be considered 
than rearranging the schedule; 
. . 
. One problem that arises from an 
earlier starting date results from a 
conflict between the schedules of . 
. undergraduate and graduate 
students. According to Partridge, 
niany graduate students select un-
dergraduate courses for. their 
curriculum. Thus it would· be es-
sential that the graduate students 
start at 'the same time -as the un-
dergraduate students. 
In addition, an earlier starting 
time would afford Xavier less time 
. to carry out administrative duties. 
He said that· those in charge of 
registration would have a max-
imum of about three to four weeks 
in order to close out the summer 
classes and prepare for the . .fail 
·semester. · 
For graduate ·st_udents who ar~ 
also elementary and high schol?} 
teachers _and additional problem 
may arise.- These students not only 
would have to choose their courses 
and plan for registration; but they 
would have to prepare for their 
own students at the same time, 
since most of these schools start in 
early September. · 
The Calendar Committee con-
sisis of seven membe.rs; one 
representative from each of the 
academic colleges at Xavier, along 
with one representative each from 
the associate dean, the faculty and 
the student body. Before they go 
into effect, any new decisions must 
have the approval of Fr. Brennan, 
the academic vice-president and 
final chief academic officer under 
Fr. Mulligan. 
The Committee does not have a 
set schedule for meetings, but all 
meetings held are open to all 
members of Xavier University. 
The members of the calendar 
committee for the present school 
years are: Ors. Partridge, Hanna 
and Hayes, Revs. Bennish and 
lsenecker, and junior Julie Rob~ 
son .. 
The Back Page is a free classified section 
vailable to students. faculty. and staff of 
av1er Un1vers1ty. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling to the News office c/o The Back 
age no later than the Sunday preceding 
ublicat1on. Sorry. no ad will be repeated 
nless resubmitted 
'I on~: If "c pay a $90 general fee. why.must WC pays~ 
per scmcslcr 10 use the pool'! Porthos 
Joli\ rime: You've been here six or seven vears now. 
\\'h~n art• you going to some work'! Porth~s 
Mama: Don't believe cver~thing you read about me. 
~"" . 
Joe B. and Mike V .: Let's have an orgy! 
Attention: XU NC.ws Staffers - important meetina 
Tuesday. October 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the Regis Room. 
I deaned them off. Now can I lake ano1her pictUre'! 
Tom Madigan is a great CAB chairman 
hccausc he loH 40 pounds this summer. ThC'y wo.ukln'I 
let me say it in the edilorial. TWF 
FPOD: ko. os 11'1 ctouq uoy txcn kccw. lahT rcdliw 
gniht saw·oot doog 01 s"'p pu. - F_M_o __ _ 
X.l'. Bowling League organizational m~ting. Tues~ 
day. October 12. 2:00 in the Regi1 Room. 
Flynn let: You're beautiful. MCP Staff Writer. 
Happy Binhday, Nannelle. MB 
Shtl'-' me a reason 10 smile. and I will ... Smiley• 
Anger at one penon's actions is never a reason to spite 
mutual friends. Comprende Usted. Tomas'! 
IGNORANT: Happy Binhday. 
It's not easy being green. 
l hanks lo everyone who helped us paint our wing. We 
really appreciate it. Husman 2 Wnt. 
All olf-campus students: to gel your address and phone 
number in !he Directory, leave same 11 S1udenc 
Gu\crnment office. 
All studencs wanting their names. 1ddrc11e1, and/ or 
phone numbers deleted from the Dircccory, leave word 
al the lnfonnacion Desk. 
lt'5> in the stars - what you ask? The answers to your 
e\ery 4uestion no matter how bizarre. Get your pera 
sona liled Astra-Analysis from the women who Really 
Kno\\S what's transiting in your houses. 15 pages. Call 
Debbie al J8S-~I08. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LISA!4 WestKuhtman4West 
is the Besa! 
...... 
X-grad 
·awarded 
fellowsh • Ip 
By ELLEN KELLOG 
. New1 St•lf Wrtler 
Philip Enzweiler, a 1976 graduate 
. of Xavier, has been awarded a Taft 
Fellowship to the· University of Cin-
cinnati, for the continuation of his 
studies of German. Enzweiler ma-
jored in German while at Xavier and 
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in June. 
As one of two people to be award-
ed the Taft Fellowship for the study 
of German, Enzweiler well be able to 
study at U .C. for two years and 
graduate. with his Master ·of Arts 
Degree.His award includes full tui-
tion to U .C. plus a stipend to defray 
his other educational expenses. 
Good grades and teacher· 
recommendation are necessary to 
qualify for the Taft Fellowship, and 
Enzweiler especially mentioned Dr. 
Alfred Beigel, a professor of modern 
language at Xavier, as being in: 
strumental in his being considered 
for the award. 
Looking toward to the future, 
Enzw'eiler is considering a teaching 
career when he finishes school, 
possibly at the college level. 
CAB 
from page 7 
Sohovich stated that this year the 
board is stressing .accountability. 
"When you're dealing with money, it 
is something very serious." 
He continued by saying· that 
students who have funds released to 
them have a responsibility to the 
students and Student Senate. 
Coneratulliti011$, : • . 
~'Hin medieal sehooL. 
NOW,~u aWto 
·pa~ for it. 
That can be a very serious problem today. especially \\ith 
tuition costs climbing relentlessly. Yes. you can borrow. but by 
the time you enier practice those debts can be substantial. 
There is an alternative-an Anned Forces Health Profes· 
slons (AFHJ>) scholarship. Whether you're studying to be a 
physician or a dentist. whether your goal is to become an 
osteopath or an optometrist. it can pay your'entire tuition and 
fees all through medical school. It will also provide you with a 
substantial monthly allowance. In other words. if you qualify. 
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence 
nCMI, when you need it most. 
When you're ready to go into practice. an AFHP scholar· 
ship will also have paved the way for you to start your career 
under highly favorable circumstances. You 'II be a commissioned 
officer in the military branch of your selection. Your practice 
will be waiting for you. You'll step into it and kno"1 that the 
challenges you'll meet will be solely medical ones and profes· 
sionally stimulating.. · 
There "'111 also be opportunity for further study. The 
Armed Forces have created extensive and outstanding clinical. 
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a spe· 
clalty, you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies 
of yc)ur choice at one of their facilities. 
The details are many. But if I/Ou 'II send in the coupon, 
We 'II mail you literature which will give yciu a good Ollelvli!w of 
the scope of our operations. Why not \Wile? We think you'll 
be interested in the possibilities. 
·f;:rmed;;:;,~;.;;h;,---~-.--;~;;;J 
I P.O. Box AF. Peoria. IL 61614 · I Yes. I am mleresled in Armed Forces Health Professions Sc;holarshlp 
I opportunilies. I understand there Is no obligation. I I am especially interested In: 
I 0 Army 0 Air Force 0 Na-v I 0 Velermmy' 0 Psychology !PhD)' 0 Physician 0 Dental I 0 Optometry I 
I Name S.xOM OF I 
I Address Phone · I City S1ate Zip. __ ._ 
I Enrolled at (School) I I To graduate in Degree I 
I (mon1h. year) I '\kJetlnaiy no! available in Na..y Pr"Qtam. Psychology not av.1W. Jn AfrrN 
I .A•• Forea Health ear.. I I · 0-edicated to health care and I L __ ~e people who practice !:,. __ _J 
~ 
]{udepllhl 
PURE GRAIN 
BEER 
